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Adjustable
Knuckle Kits
R X-241 & R X-24 2

Adjustable
Knuckle Kits

RX-241
ADJUSTABLE OBTUSE
ANGLE ‘WING’ KIT

R X-241 & R X-24 2

lbs

5.09

lbs

WEIGHT (RX-241)

WEIGHT (RX-242)

4.8 oz per kit

4.8 oz per kit

KEY FEATURES
2.60

- Custom Angles
- Seamless Look
- Easy to Install

DESCRIPTION

RX-242
ADJUSTABLE ACUTE
ANGLE ‘DISC’ KIT

The Adjustable Knuckle Kits allow you to easily
create custom shapes and angles, anywhere
from tight angled triangles to more subtle wide
angled structures.
Like the RX-202 Double Sided Knuckles the
Adjustable Knuckle Kits work directly with the
RX-105 profile, allowing the freedom to
construct both free standing and hanging
frames.

2.73

2.60

The kits are simple to install and include
custom flat bar capping to help finish the
corners with a seamless look.
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Product
Information &
Usage

RX-241

Knuckle

The RX-241 & 242 Kits include the following
accessories:
x2
x1
x1
x1

‘Wing’

Heavy Duty T-Nut
RX-244

|
|
|
|

Heavy Duty T-Nuts (RX-244)
Custom Capping with Screw
‘Wing’ or ‘Disc’
Altered RX-202 Knuckle

CONNECTION
Capping

The Adjustable Knuckle Kits work directly with the
RX-105 Profile.
In order for the Knuckle kits to work fluently, the
horizontal lengths of extrusion that meet at the
corner must be cut to the correct angle so that they
sit flush against the knuckle.

‘Disc’

RX-242

Once cut correctly the lengths are simply put in
place and connected via the T-Nut through the
appropriate slot in the ‘Wing or Disc’.
The ‘Wing’ Obtuse (RX-241) is designed for angles
greater than 90.
The ‘Disc’ Acute (RX-242) is designed for angles less
than 90.
The kit also comes with a capping piece which can
be cut down to suit the corner.
When using the Knuckle Kits it is recommended that
a RX-111 Support Brace is placed either side on any
corners containing a knuckle.
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HOW TO CONNECT THE ADJUSTABLE ANGLE KITS
1

2

2 | Begin by lining up the cut lengths with the
corner of the disc kit

1 | Evaluate the angle you
wish your frame to be built at.
For angles over 90 degrees
(obtuse) use the RX-241 Kit
For angles under 90 degrees
(acute) use the RX-242 Kit
Cut each horizontal length
to half this angle
ie: 120 degrees at 60

3

4

3 | Place the T-Nuts into the centre

4 | Each ‘Wing’ and ‘Disc’ has different slots to suit the

channel of the RX-105

various angles. Line up the ‘Wing’ or ‘Disc’ with the T-Nuts
and place on top, then place the x2 washers and nut bolt.
Turn the nut bolt to tighten.

Installation
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5

6

5 | Continue until all corners are fixed in place, ensuring

6 | Once all the corners are in place, insert the vertical

the extrusion lengths line up flush with the outside corner

upright posts.

edge.

7

8

7 | Tighten the bolt to fix into place

8 | It is recommended that when using the Adjustable
Angle Kits a RX-111 Support is used either side.

Installation
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9

10

9 | To finish off the corners, mark the capping at the point

10 | Remove the capping and cut to the marked length.

where the two corners meet

11

11 | Reinsert the capping and tighten to fix into place.

RX-241

RX-242

Installation
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SCAN QR TO VIEW VIDEO

The Adjustable Knuckle Kits are compatible with the following Products

Profiles
Secondary

Primary

RX-108

RX-105

RX-105

RX-106

Accessories & Tools
(Included with Kits)

RX-244

Adjustable Knuckle Kits
Compatibility
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